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Why to remove technical variation?

In order to facilitate discovering biological signal

Batch-effects:
1) dates of sequencing
2) people done sequencing
3) flow-cells / plates
4) chemistry / protocol
5) lanes
6) read length
7) labs produced data
8) organisms
9) etc.

100% confounding: put cases
and 

controls on different flow-cells

Normalization: correct for systematic variation in sequencing experiment
1) between samples (e.g. sequencing depth bias)
2) between features (e.g. gene length or GC content)



  

How to detect technical variation?
Difference in sequencing depth:

Genome-Wide Batch-effects: Per-Gene Batch-effects:

Genome-Wide Batch-effects:



  

How to correct for technical variation?

Normalization: normalize by library size (other choices: RPKM, SCnorm, Deconvolution)

Batch-effects: ComBat (supervised), SVA (unsupervised) etc.

Before ComBat After ComBat

I do not recommend unsupervised batch-effects correction for scRNAseq data

I do not recommend library size normalization for any type of data



  

ComBat has a lot to do with more modern BASICS

Bayesian framework for scRNAseq analysis:

1) normalization

2) batch correction

3) differential gene expression

4) detection of highly variable genes



  

Other Methods for Batch Effects Corrections:
Mutual Nearest Neighbors (MNN)

1) For each cell in batch 1
find a nearest neighbor in
batch 2 and vice versa

2) Systematic difference in
expression between MNN
from batch 1 and 2 are to
be removed 



  

Other Methods for Batch Effects Corrections: 
Seurat and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

Human Pancreatic Islets:
3 different technologies

Find latent vectors that maximize
correlation between data sets



  

Other Methods for Batch Effects Corrections: Projection

Based on Machine Learning principles

Not areal batch-effects correction
but projection of cells from batch 1
to cells from batch 2



  

Other Methods: Do They Work?

UNCORRECTED

MNN

COMBAT

SEURAT



  

SCMAP



  

Brief Overview of Bulk RNAseq 
Normalization Methods:

RPKM, DESeq / TMM



  

RPKM normalization is an extension of so-called library size normalization

Library size normalization: scaling such that library size is equal between all libraries

Disadvantage: forced equalizing library sizes might eliminate true biological variation



  

DESeq: create reference library based on geometric mean of all 
libraries, calculate size factors as ratios against the reference library

Disadvantage: DESeq is based on ratio construction



  

scRNAseq – Specific Normalization Methods:

1) Deconvolution (Pooling-Across-Cells) 

2) SCnorm (Expression-Depth Relation) 



  

scRNAseq expression counts have typically ~80% of zero-counts

This is due to: 1) low amounts of RNA per cell, 2) RNA capture efficiency

Lots of zero-counts is main challenge in scRNAseq

We want to correct for sequencing depth and cell-to-cell difference in RNA capture efficiency

3 common normalization methods used for bulk RNAseq: 1) TMM, 2) DESeq, 3) RPKM

Main assumption of all 3 methods: most of the genes are not differentially expressed

TMM and DESeq rely on ratios of counts, therefore diverge when lots of zero-counts 



  

Deconvolution Normalization Method



  

Benchmarking: Deconvolution Method Performs Best

Deconvolution



  

Scnorm: Expression vs. Depth Bias Correction 

Individual size factor
per cell per group of 
genes

Identical cells in two groups 
should result in no DE and FC = 1 
if normalization was efficient



  

How does deconvolution normalization method
compare with RPKM and normalizations

by using spike-ins?



  

Deconvolution vs TMM vs DESeq vs RPKM vs SCnorm: Size Factors

For other data sets it might not look as good as for ILC!



  

CV^2 vs. Mean Expression Plot 



  

PCA Plot 



  

tSNE Plot 



  

Cell Cycle Phase Assignment 

Pre-trained classifier looks at pairs of genes having difference in expression 
that changes sign from phase to phase of cell cycle



  

Methods for Testing for Differential 
Expression without Normalization:

SCDE



  

Single-Cell Differential Expression (SCDE)



  

Single-Cell Differential Expression (SCDE) Method 
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